
Ather Grid now live across Mumbai

~10 fast charging stations across Mumbai

Mumbai, 06th April 2021: Further to the opening of the Ather experience center and beginning

deliveries of the Ather 450X in Mumbai, Ather Energy has set up its fast-charging public

network - The Ather Grid, across Mumbai. 10 Charging points are already live across key

hotspots in the city - Linking Road, Goregaon, Andheri, Fort, etc.

By next year, Ather Energy will have a minimum of 30 fast-charging points across Mumbai.

Ather Energy has partnered with Park+ to set up EV locations in Mumbai. Park + is a smart

parking solutions brand that allows users to locate parking, book slots & pay digitally. Ather

Energy will continue to partner with more progressive hosts which can offer EV owners easy

accessibility, curb range anxiety, and ease the adoption of electric vehicles in Mumbai. Ather

Energy is also working with Co-operative Housing Societies & Owners’ Associations to help

Ather owners in setting up home charging solutions in their apartments and buildings .

Ather Energy has set up 128 public fast-charging points across 18 cities in India. The fast

charging network can be used by all electric two-wheelers and electric four-wheelers and this

facility is being offered free of charge to everyone till the end of  September 2021.

The charging network is supported by the Ather Grid app which allows all EV owners to locate

and check the availability of the nearest charging stations in real-time. Ather Energy in its

accelerated expansion phase targets to set-up 5-6 points before delivery across the 27

markets that Ather will be present in by Q3 of 2021.

Quote by Ravneet Phokela, Chief Business Officer

“Ather Grid has seen steady adoption across all the cities we have begun deliveries in and we

believe that accessible charging infrastructure is critical before launching our products in any

market we enter. We have already signed up with multiple partners and will continue to do so in

the months to come. Park+ has also been instrumental in finding us locations in Mumbai and

increasing our reach.

What the market needs right now is more visibility of the charging infrastructure. With increased

visibility comes mental comfort, curbing range anxiety. We do not need the density like petrol

or CNG gas stations but increased accessibility and faster-charging speeds. We will ensure

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.atherenergy.aegridapp&hl=en_IN


that Ather Grid is present in prominent locations to build confidence amongst our consumers. I

feel proud to be part of the team that is building not just a high performance scooter but also

building a supporting ecosystem with it. With the infrastructure now up, we expect to see a lot

more of Ather 450X in Amchi Mumbai.

Quote by Amit Lakhotia – Founder, Park+:

“We are delighted to partner with Ather Energy, one of India's most fast-growing
manufacturers of innovative EVs to take this step towards the growth of environment-friendly
mobility in India. We have already installed 20 chargers across cities and will expand this
number to 30 by April. By bolstering the charging infrastructure set-up in a faster, more
hassle-free way, we are looking forward to the accelerated adoption of EVs in the country.”

Complete list of Ather Grid Locations in Mumbai

Runwal Anthurium, Mulund West Kala Ghoda Cafe, Fort

Suba International, Andheri East Ather Space Mumbai, Linking Road

Club Aquaria, Borivali K Star Mall, Chembur

Celestia Spaces, Sewri Lodha Florenza, Goregaon

Blue Tokai, Mahalaxmi Carniwal Cinemas Imax , Wadala

About Ather Energy:
Ather Energy, one of India’s first intelligent electric vehicle manufacturers was founded in 2013
by IIT Madras alumni, Tarun Mehta, and Swapnil Jain. It is backed by the founders of Flipkart
-Sachin Bansal & Binny Bansal- Hero Motocorp and Tiger Global. Ather Energy launched
India’s first truly intelligent, electric scooter - Ather 450 in 2018, followed by their new flagship
offering Ather 450X in 2020. Ather has also installed a comprehensive public charging network,
Ather Grid, designed and built in India. With 128 charging points across India, Ather Grid is one
of the largest fast-charging networks for electric vehicles in the country. The company’s
product line has won 37 awards in design, automotive and technology categories. With over 60
Indian and international patent applications, 109 trademarks and 118 Indian and International
design registrations to its name, Ather Energy aims to provide consumers with the best
possible ownership experience. Ather Energy currently operates in Bangalore, Chennai,
Hyderabad, Pune, Ahmedabad, and Mumbai and will expand to a total of 27 cities in 2021.
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